The change in fracture for the AI-I2AI4C3 system has been investigated at temperatures from 293 to 673 K. Under strain rates from έ = 2.5· 10' 5 to έ = 10' 1 s' 1 . During tensile testing at room temperature, the strain was controlled by dislocation movement and reactions. The first part of the strain was characterized by work hardening expressed by the exponent "n" and the second part was expressed by the local strain in the neck. At high temperatures presently investigated the principal mechanism for originating the strain is attributed to the dynamic recovery process. The effect of strain rate on facture was also analysed.
INTRODUCTION
The dispersion strengthened alloys AI-AI4C3 prepared by mechanical alloying using powder metallurgy are promising structural materials enabling significant weight reduction for use of aircraft, automobile and materials at elevated temperatures /1-3/.
We have described /4/ the optimised condition for producing composite materials by mechanical alloying and their mechanical properties including plasticity at elevated temperatures were presented in 151. In /6/, the high temperature stability of this alloy was described for long time exposition. In /7-8/, the microstructure changc was examined after deformation at elevated temperatures and the fracture mechanism in creep was also studied. The model of "in-situ" fracture mechanism for these materials was described /9,10/. It should be mentioned that the kinetics and mechanism of superplastic deformation of various Al alloys are given in many works /11-16/.
The purpose of this work is to present the fracture at different strain rates and temperature for the A1-12A1 4 C 3 system. Temperatures and strain rates are from 293 to 673 Κ and from έ=2.5·10" 5 to έ =10'' s' 1 , respectively.
Considering the results reported in /17/ and the strain induced coefficient m ranging from 0.03 to 0.06, this work covers the strain rates from creep to the activation of superplastic behavior.
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS
The AI-AL1C3 composite dispersion strengthened by 12 vol.% of AI4C3, was prepared by mechanical Granulate was compacted under the pressure of 600
MPa and annealed at 823 Κ with a 94% reduction.
The dispersed particles are oriented in layers in the direction of extrusion. The effective size of the particles was found to be 25 χ 85 nm, as shown in Fig. 1 . There Under low strain rate of έ =2.5-10' 5 s" 1 at 673 K, the fracture is found to take place in the reduction of area Z=8%. Typical micro facets of the fracture are given in 
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CONCLUSION
The change in fracture for the A1-12A1 4 C 3 system has been investigated at temperatures from 293 to 673 Κ and with strain rates from έ= 2.5· 10" 5 to έ = 10"' s"'.
The results are summarized as follows. 3. In the results under strain rate of £=10~'s" 1 at 673
K, the first part of the strain characterized by work hardening was found to be very short. Then, the stress quickly reached the maximum. In this stage, the thermally and mechanically activated dynamic recovery is quite likely to take place where the strain is uniform all over the body of the test piece. The fracture process indicates an increase of cavities and it is described by transcrystalline fracture with deep dimples.
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